Abstract. In this paper we obtain new sufficient conditions for representation of a function as an absolutely convergent Fourier integral. Unlike those known earlier, these conditions are given in terms of belonging to weighted spaces. Adding weights allows one to extend the range of application of such results to Fourier multipliers with unbounded derivatives.
Introduction
If, for n = 1, 2, ....
where (x, t) = x 1 t 1 + ... + x n t n , we say that f belongs to Wiener's algebra W 0 (R n ), written f ∈ W 0 (R n ), with f W 0 = g L 1 (R n ) . Wiener's algebra is an important class of functions and its in-depth study is motivated both by many points of interest in the topic itself and by its relations to other areas of analysis, such as Fourier multipliers or comparison of differential operators. The history, motivations and various conditions of belonging to Wiener's algebra are overviewed in detail in a recent survey paper [13] .
Of course, [13] summarized the long term studies of many mathematicians and gave a comprehensive picture of the subject. However, these studies are continuing, see, e.g., [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] - [15] , [30] . In these works the undertaken efforts have mainly been aimed at obtaining conditions of mixed type, in the sense that conditions are posed simultaneously on the function and its derivatives.
Naturally, certain such conditions were known earlier, see, e.g., [3] , [16] . In the latter, the (multidimensional) Riesz fractional differentiation is defined by
where F means the Fourier operator, while ∆ = n j=1 ∂ 2 ∂x 2 j denotes the Laplace operator, and the result reads as follows (see [16] ).
Theorem A. Let f ∈ L 2 (R n ), and (−∆)
To give further convenient formulations in the multivariate case, we need additional notations. Let η be an n-dimensional vector with the entries either 0 or 1 only. Here and in what follows, D η f for η = 0 = (0, 0, ..., 0) or η = 1 = (1, 1, ..., 1) mean the function itself and the mixed derivative in each variable, respectively, where
One of the multidimensional results we are going to generalize reads as follows (see [24] ).
However, the main motivation to our work was given by the following recent result [11] : if f ∈ L p (R), 1 ≤ p < ∞, and f ′ ∈ L q (R), 1 < q < ∞, for p and q such that
then f ∈ W 0 (R); and if
Certainly, this result essentially generalizes many previous results, e.g., the one in [3] , but we highlight it not only as a "landmark" but also since we shall pay much attention to the case where 1 p + 1 q = 1 and discuss why it does not ensure the belonging to W 0 , except a unique special case p = q = 2 (see the proof of Proposition 6.3). Despite the attraction of (1.2), one could see already in [11] the incompleteness of this condition. Indeed, it assumes not only the function to be "good" but the derivative to be "good" as well. However, related results on Fourier multipliers show that it is by no means necessary. The model case is delivered by the well-known multiplier (see [8] , [26, Ch.4, 7.4] , [5] )
where ρ is a C ∞ function on R n , vanishing for |x| ≤ 1 and equal to 1 if |x| ≥ 2, with α, β > 0. Recall that the Fourier multipliers are defined as follows. Let m :
linear operator Λ by means of the following identity for the Fourier transforms of functions
. This is written as m ∈ M p and m Mp = Λ Lp→Lp . It is known (see [19] ) that for n ≥ 1 and α = 1:
The instance α = 1 is also considered in [19] ; more details for the case
can be found in [5] , [18] , and [20] .
To prove certain cases in these and related estimates, the following recent refinement of (1.2) (see [9] ) is more convenient.
, and f ∈ C 0 (R n ). Suppose that either q = r = 2 or
This theorem is sharp in the following sense: Let 1 < q, r < ∞, s ∈ N, and s > n r . If we have
It is worth mentioning that we study the case of equality in (1.5) as well (see Proposition 6.3 below).
Theorem C, with s ∈ N and β > ([
] + 1)(α − 1), allows one to prove the well-known fact about m α, β (cf. above):
] + 1)(α − 1) appears since the derivatives of m α,β may be "bad", that is, unbounded.
A natural way out of such a situation is to advert to weighted spaces, in which the weight w is chosen so that the growth of the derivatives is dampened by means of the decay of the weight function. Our goal is to obtain multidimensional analogues of (1.2), or more precisely of Theorem C in the case of weighted spaces. New one-dimensional results follow as immediate consequences of our general ones in the case n = 1.
To give an idea of our main results, we formulate here a representative one, a particular case of Corollary 3. 4 . In what follows
Further, one of the prominent and classical results on the interrelation between the function and its derivatives is the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, which is of the form (in fact, of one of the various possible forms, see [7] , [6] , or [29] )
It turned out that for our aims it was beneficial to obtain weighted generalizations of (1.7), with natural and immediate applications to the absolute convergence of Fourier integrals. For example, one such generalization, with weighted function w ε (x), ε > 0, is as follows:
, and τ < δs. However, since much is contained in [17] , we omit this part in the present work.
As for the prospects, it is worth mentioning that possible directions of our interest are similar results in terms of the function and its derivatives belonging to other spaces, more balance between the radial and non-radial cases, and different methods for establishing the sharpness of the obtained results.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Since there are quite many different notations and technical tools, we feel it necessary and convenient to present them in the next section. In Section 3 we give our main results. Then Section 4 is devoted to auxiliary results. In Section 5 we prove our main result Theorem 3.2. Further, in Section 6 we discuss various corollaries and establish the sharpness of the obtained results, more precisely, of the most convenient of them Corollary 3.3.
Basic notations and definitions
Let R n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with elements x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ) endowed with the scalar product (x, ξ) = x 1 ξ 1 + · · · + x n ξ n and norm |x| = (x, x) 1 2 . As usual, the space L p (R n , w) consists of measurable functions f (x), x ∈ R n , for which
we denote the space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions on R n . We will also deal with the following class of functions
We will use standard notations for the space of tempered distributions S ′ (R n ) and for the corresponding space of test functions S (R n ). For f ∈ L 1 (R n ), we denote its Fourier transform in a standard manner
and set also
In the sequel, we shall understand the operators F and F −1 in the distributional sense. In this paper, the main theorems are formulated in terms of functions from the weighted Besov spaces B s p,q (R n , w). To define these spaces, let us consider a function
We also introduce the functions ϕ k and ψ by means of the relations
We begin with usual Besov spaces. Let s ∈ R, 0 < p, q ≤ ∞. We will say that f ∈ S ′ (R n ) belongs to the (non-homogeneous) weighted Besov space
with standard modification for q = ∞.
p,q are non-weighted Besov spaces. Now, in order to define homogeneous Besov spaces, recall thaṫ
is the space of all continuous functionals onṠ (R n ). We will say that f ∈Ṡ ′ (R n ) belongs to the homogeneous Besov spaceḂ
with standard modification for q = ∞. We shall also deal with weighted spaces of Bessel potentials H s p (R n , w) = H s p (w). Let 1 < p < ∞ and s ∈ R. We will say that f ∈ S ′ (R n ) belongs to the space H
f Lp(w) < ∞. Now a discussion on weighted functions is in order. We shall deal with the so-called admissible weights.
Definition 2.1. We will say that a measurable function w : R n → R + is an admissible weight, written w ∈ W n , if 1) w ∈ C ∞ (R n ); 2) For each multi-index γ, there is a positive constant c γ such that
3) There are constants c > 0 and α ≥ 0 such that
for any x, y ∈ R n .
Note that if w ∈ W n and w ′ ∈ W n , then w −1 ∈ W n and ww ′ ∈ W n . The functions
are typical examples of admissible weights.
In the sequel, we shall denote by C (or C with indicated parameters) absolute positive constants (or constants depending only on the indicated parameters, respectively), while by A certain specific finite constants. We also set ∞ ∞ = 1 and 0 0 = 0.
Statement of the main results
The first result that we present cannot be called our main one only because it does not lead explicitly to the belonging of the considered function to Wiener's algebra. It is an important tool for us rather than one of the intended goals. However, these GagliardoNirenberg type inequalities for homogeneous Besov spaces are of similar nature and are of interest in their own right. Also, our main result that follows immediately will be more transparent.
Let in what follows
Theorem 3.1. Let either 0 < q < p < r ≤ ∞ or 0 < r < p < q ≤ ∞, and let τ, σ, s ∈ R, σ < s, 0 < η < ∞. Suppose that u, v are measurable functions on R n such that
and also
and C is a constant independent of f .
The next theorem is our main result.
Theorem 3.2. Let either 0 < q < 2 < r ≤ ∞ or 0 < r < 2 < q ≤ ∞, σ < s, and let f ∈ C 0 (R n ). Suppose that u, v are measurable functions on R n such that (3.1) holds, while (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are valid for τ = n 2 and p = 2. If
As for the consequences, let us start with those for the weights from W n . The following statement is less general but presents more effective sufficient conditions. By this we pass from homogeneous spaces, we have worked so far, to non-homogeneous Sobolev type spaces. This allows one to apply the well known embedding theorems.
Corollary 3.3. Let either 0 < q < 2 < r < ∞ or 1 < r < 2 < q ≤ ∞, s > 0, and let f ∈ C 0 (R n ). Suppose that u, v ∈ W n are such that (3.1) holds, while (3.2) and (3.3) are valid for τ = n 2
, σ = 0, and p = 2. If
and C is a constant independent of f . Now, we return, in a sense, to homogeneity of the spaces. The following corollary is a direct (weighted) extension of (1.2).
Corollary 3.4. Let 0 < q < 2 < r < ∞, s > 0, and let f ∈ C 0 (R n ). Suppose that u, v ∈ W n are such that 1 ≤ u(x)v(x) and 1 ≤ u(x). If (3.5) holds, and
Recall that if f (x) = f 0 (ρ), ρ = |x|, then using the well-known equality
we get the following version of Corollary 3.4 for radial functions.
Corollary 3.5. Let 0 < q < 2 < r < ∞ and let f ∈ C 0 (R n ). Suppose that u, v ∈ W n are such that 1 ≤ u(x)v(x) and 1 ≤ u(x), and, in addition, let s be even and f (x) = f 0 (ρ), u(x) = u 0 (ρ), and v(x) = v 0 (ρ). If (3.5) holds, and
Remark 3.6. It is worth noting that Corollaries 3.3-3.5 hold true for a wider class of weights. In particular, for the class W n e (see [25] ), which differs from W n in the way that it suffices to claim in its definition the weaker condition
where C > 0 and d > 0 are some fixed constants, in place of 3) in Definition 2.1. For example, W n e contains functions like w(x) = e ±|x| β , 0 < β ≤ 1.
Auxiliary results
If the weight is admissible, the following lemma, which relates usual and weighted Besov spaces, is of importance (see [4, p.156] ). We shall make use of the embeddings for the Besov spaces, by presenting the next result which states that the spaces B The following lemma is a simple corollary of Hölder's inequality.
, and u, v be positive measurable functions on R n such that u(x)v(x) ≥ 1, x ∈ R n . Then
Lr(v 1/γ ) .
Proof of the main results
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In order to prove that f ∈Ḃ τ p,η , it suffices to check that
Let first 0 < q < p < r ≤ ∞.
Using the embeddingḂ 
Let us proceed to the sum S 1 . Denoting λ =
and applying Lemma 4.3, we get
Hence, combining (5.2) and (5.3), we derive from (5.1) that
.
It remains to pass to the product inequality, that is, to substitute f → f (ε·) and u → u(ε·), v → v(ε·), where
and to use the property of homogeneity for Fourier transform (see, for example, [28, 3.4.1] and [21, 7.2] ). The case 0 < r < p < q ≤ ∞ is considered in a similar manner. Theorem 3.1 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. It is well known (see, e.g., [2] , [22] or [23, p.119 
, where C is a constant independent of f . Hence, the theorem obviously follows from Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Corollary 3.3. This corollary can be easily obtained by using Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.2, and Theorem 3.2 with σ = 0.
Certain consequences and sharpness
We will show both applicability and sharpness of the obtained above results by making use of the familiar power weight function w ε (x) = (1 + |x| 2 ) ε 2 . We first show that Corollary 3.3 can be applied to the study of the function m α,β in the case where its derivatives are unbounded. , then m α,β ∈ W 0 (R n ).
Proof. It suffices to consider only the case β > n. Indeed, if β ≤ n, then Corollary 6.1 follows from the non-weighted sufficient condition (see Corollary 3.3). Observe first that condition 2β > nα allows one to choose ε > 0 so that β > n + ε and β − n(α − 1) > −ε.
We then are able to choose q, close enough to 1, and large enough r such that
which, in turn, means that
It follows from inequalities (6.1) that
This allows us to choose, in addition, the parameters q and r so that
Therefore, by Corollary 3.3, we obtain m α,β ∈ W 0 (R n ).
The following notions and auxiliary statements are needed for proving the sharpness of the obtained results.
Further, let us denote , see the proof of this lemma in [18, Lemma 4] . The general case can be proved by using (modifying) the proofs of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 in [20] .
We now show that Corollary 3.3 is sharp. First, the next proposition holds true.
Proposition 6.3. Let either 1 ≤ q < 2 < r < ∞ or 1 ≤ r < 2 < q < ∞, s > Proof. Consider first the instance 1 ≤ q < 2 < r < ∞. Let α, β > 0, α = 1 be such that
It follows from inequality (6.2) that (6.4) 2 1 − n 2s 1 q + n 2s 1 r − 1 2 n + 2ε(r − q) (2 − q)(r − 2) ≤ 2β − nα.
If the inequalities in (6.2)-(6.4) are strict, then for proving the proposition it suffices to consider the function f = m α,β . In particular, (6.4) implies that α > 0, α = 1, and β > 0 can be chosen in such a way that 2β − nα ≤ 0, which leads to f ∈ W 0 (R n ). If there are equalities in some of the (6.2)-(6.4), we take f (x) = ν2 which gives f ∈ W 0 (R n ). The proof is quite similar for q > 2. We just mention that in that case (i) of Lemma 6.2 should be used, which gives for f |F f (ξ)| ∼ |ξ| n log 1 |ξ|
, |ξ| → 0.
The proof is complete.
